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Abstract. Current multimedia databases contain a wealth of information in the form of audiovisual as well
as text data. Even though efficient search algorithms have been developed for either media, there still exists the
need for abstract presentation and summarization of the results of database users’ queries. Moreover, multimedia
retrieval systems should be capable of providing the user with additional information related to the specific subject
of the query, as well as suggest other topics which could be identified to attract the interest of users with a similar
profile. In this paper, we present solutions to these issues, giving as an example an integrated architecture we have
developed, along with notions that support efficient and secure Internet access to audiovisual/video databases.
Segmentation of each video in shots is followed by shot classification in a number of predetermined categories.
Generation of users’ profiles according to the categories, enhanced by relevance feedback, permits an efficient
presentation of retrieved video shots or characteristic frames in terms of the user interest in them. Moreover, this
clustering scheme assists the notion of ‘lateral’ links that enable the user to continue retrieval with data of similar
nature or content to those already returned. Furthermore, user groups are formed and modeled by registering
actual preferences and practices. This enables the system to ‘predict’ information that is possibly relevant to the
user’s interest and present it along with the returned results. The concepts utilized in this system can be smoothly
integrated in MPEG-7 compatible multimedia database systems.
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1. Introduction28

Raw film footage has been the primary source of material for news broadcasts, documen-29
taries and film making since the advent of the portable camera. However, for the greater part30
of the previous century, organized archives of such media had been rare thus obstructing31
the utilization of the material in everyday applications. In fact, producers willing to use32
such material in their own broadcasts were hampered by restrictions imposed by the media33
itself (older film strips require specific hardware for playback; such hardware is usually34
incompatible with computerized editing systems), as well as the lack of any indexing or35
summarization of the visual data that is contained in the strips.36

The advent of flexible digitizing hardware, together with the augmented ability of mod-37
ern computer systems to handle large audiovisual assets and with emerging multimedia38
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database systems introduce effective solutions to these problems. In addition, current and 39
evolving standards, such as MPEG-4 and MPEG-7 [11], support notions that aid the efficient 40
retrieval and exploitation of specific material, without the need to manually browse through 41
all available data. This is very important in time-critical operations, such as televised news 42
broadcasts or newspaper publishing, or applications that require high quality, such as enter- 43
tainment. Users of this kind of information will benefit from the advanced summarization 44
schemes offered by the above standards and will be able to retrieve specific material as a 45
result of simple and descriptive queries. In this context, queries need not be restricted to 46
textual values but may also incorporate ‘by-example’ schemes, e.g., queries by sketch or 47
queries for segments that contain the face of a specific person. The results may be presented 48
in a fashion that provides the user with an abstract understanding of the content through the 49
use of automatic feature extraction techniques, based on shot detection and characteristic 50
frame extraction. 51

Furthermore, integrated systems should be able to support diverse groups of users; for 52
example, historians or print journalists are usually less interested in the visual aspect of a 53
recorded documentary and prefer to concentrate on the historical and cultural background 54
of the story. To provide users with such capabilities, video data is annotated by experts who 55
define the metadata for better content comprehension. Textual metadata can be also used to 56
generate supplementary information, related to that actually retrieved by the query. 57

In addition to the above, the introduction of the Internet as a multimedia content transfer 58
channel has broadened the target audience of such material, while introducing a number of 59
additional issues, such as establishing advanced security systems and protecting existing 60
intellectual property. Both of these matters are not necessarily associated with the content 61
itself; however, recent work in digital video watermarking shows that in the near future one 62
will be able to prove ownership of an image or a video clip without the need for specialized 63
equipment. 64

Several techniques and systems have been proposed in the literature for coping with the 65
problem of adjusting information retrieval to particular users’ needs. These approaches can 66
be divided into two main categories: (a) content-based recommendation and (b) collaborative 67
recommendation. A content-, or user-, based recommendation system, which has its roots in 68
the information retrieval research community, makes its recommendations by constructing 69
a profile for each user and using this profile to judge whether discovered information will be 70
of interest to the user or not. Profiles are mostly built up by providing material to the user, 71
such as web pages, questionnaires and stored material, according to the application; the user 72
rates the provided information and, thus enables the system agent to create a new profile. In 73
the case of collaborative recommendation, discovered information is filtered by considering 74
users with habits similar to those of the user to be served. As a result, items preferred by 75
users with similar profiles are predicted as cases that possibly interest the specific user and 76
are presented as suggestions to the particular user. 77

Several examples of personalizing information systems exist. Examples of content-based 78
recommendation systems include the ‘Syskill & Webert’ [15] software agent which sug- 79
gests links that a user would be interested in or constructs LYCOS-compatible queries; the 80
‘InfoFinder’ which scores pages based on the extraction of phrases of significant impor- 81
tance; the ‘WebWatcher,’ an ‘information routing system’ designed to suggest links to users 82
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for getting from a starting location to a goal one; the ‘SIFT’ system [28] which adjusts the83
weights of a profile by incorporating a relevance feedback approach; and the ‘Amalthaea’84
[14], an artificial ‘ecosystem’ of evolving agents that cooperate and compete in a limited85
resources environment. In this context, agents useful to the user get positive credit, while86
the ‘bad performers’ get negative credit. Correspondingly, collaborative recommendation87
systems include ‘GroupLens’ [17], which is designed to collaboratively filter netnews; the88
‘Web-Hound’ agent that locates users with similar ratings to specific pages and suggests89
unread pages that are preferred by them; the ‘Ringo’ [25] system, which is devoted to filter90
social information; and the ‘Bellcore’ [9], that is a video-recommender, which efficiently91
combines users’ choices. A disadvantage of the collaborative filtering approach is that when92
new information becomes available, other users must first read and rate this information93
before it may be recommended to a specific user. On the contrary, the user profile approach94
can help to determine whether a user is likely to be interested in specific new information95
without relying on the opinions of other users.96

Futhermore, hybrid systems have been also proposed, which recommend pages scoring97
highly against someone’s profile (content-based recommendation) or pages rated highly by98
users with similar profiles (collaborative recommendation). An effective example of such99
a system is Fab [3]. Fab maintains two sets of profiles, that is collection agent profiles and100
selection agent profiles. A collection agent profile can be considered as an example of a101
stereotype [18]: for example, the profile of an agent that specializes in sports contains a102
majority of terms (from Web pages or textual descriptions) that are sports-related, as well103
as their corresponding weights. The functionality of a collection agent is to filter documents104
according to the tastes (ratings feedback) of a set of users who are interested in a specific105
topic; on the other hand, a selection agent acts as a filter for a single user. Over time, it106
is expected that these agents will learn the preferences of individual users as well as the107
collective population of users.108

Another interesting hybrid recommendation system was presented in [4], where recom-109
mendation was reformulated as a problem in inductive learning or classification. This work110
focused on detecting items that would be liked or disliked by a given user, rather than pre-111
dicting the exact rating of a particular item. Decisions were made using a function of both112
features of the user and features of the items (in the described case, movies). In the movie113
domain, the authors had to consider that many sources of information describing movies114
were available (e.g., internet resources such as the Internet Movie Database) and use these115
resources to extract features for their movie set (such as a movie’s cast, director, producers116
and genre). Furthermore, a set of hybrid features that combined properties of users with117
properties of the movies was developed. An example of a hybrid feature could be the set of118
“Comedy Movies that User X Liked”. These features were based on the user’s movie ratings119
and on the properties associated with movies that were rated highly by the user.120

Both of the aforementioned information retrieval systems contain interesting ideas on121
how to combine user profiling with data profiling, thus embodying content-based and col-122
laborative recommendations into a hybrid system. However it can be argued that the most123
crucial factor in information retrieval systems is the quality of the multimedia material de-124
scription. Lexicographic analysis of the text contained within a plain document may work125
well in some cases, but in the case of multimedia files such as video and images, textual126
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Figure 1. General system architecture.

information can only provide a poor description. This is a common drawback of most text- 127
based recommendation systems proposed in the literature. For this reason, and in extension 128
to the previously described IR systems, we propose an analysis and feature extraction mod- 129
ule (left-hand side of figure 1) that is composed of two parts: (a) a lexicographic analysis 130
sub-module and (b) a visual analysis sub-module. The first sub-module uses textual analysis 131
techniques to extract the top referenced terms from a textual description that characterizes a 132
multimedia file. The second sub-module uses image and video analysis methods to perform 133
video summarization and make search easier through keyframe extraction, characterization 134
and clustering. 135

2. Web-based access 136

We provide web based access to our system. By choosing mature open technologies like 137
HTTP and HTML, we leverage the installed base of common web browsers to provide a 138
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familiar and intuitive interface to our system, that is available to all major operating systems139
and platforms.140

Access to mere text data is far more straightforward than to multimedia data, such as141
video, mainly because semantic features are well defined and the relevant representation is142
universal. On the other hand, image and video information is far richer than text and offers143
the opportunity to convey ideas and notions beyond the actual content of a documentary.144
As a result, we have employed a combination of either media in our archive, so as to145
take advantage of their respective advantages. This combination introduces a number of146
arguments, such as the need for abstract presentation of data and semantic mapping between147
visual and textual information. The introduction of MPEG-7, or the recently announced148
MPEG-21 standard, can help in standardizing the representation of a hierarchy of the149
supplied data and enable querying in abstract or lower levels.150

2.1. Three-tier architecture151

Instead of adopting a straightforward client-server approach, we have employed the increas-152
ingly popular three-tier architecture so as to integrate the services of each module. In fact,153
a two-tier system is not always feasible, especially when the database server and the web154
server are setup in two different computers, both behind a firewall, as part of the system155
requirements specifications.156

In the three-tier context, the client tier is responsible for the formation and transmission of157
users’ input data, as well as for presentation (rendering) of the retrieved data. A typical web158
browser is used, since the underlying principle is restricted to calls to standard JavaScript159
code. On the other end of the data flow, the database module handles SQL requests and160
returns database objects in the form of data types which were determined during the de-161
sign phase of the project. In addition the three-tier architecture provides us with enhanced162
data security, advanced resource management (load balancing, user priorities depending on163
bandwith) and easy maintenance and redesign.164

2.2. Secure access165

User authentication follows a three-way handshaking scheme, similar to the one used in166
CHAP [24], in our case, this type of authentication is used only during the initial authenti-167
cation phase. This procedure consists of the following steps:168

– The initial login screen, containing the login and password form fields, along with a169
random generated number: the challenge key.170

– A JavaScript implementation of the MD5 algorithm calculates the digest [19] of the user171
name, password and challenge key which is sent back to the server, along with the user172
name in plain text.173

– The middle-tier computes the same digest by retrieving the additional data (random key,174
password) from the database. If the strings match, the user is authenticated.175
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3. MPEG-7 and asset databases 176

3.1. Organization and material description 177

The source material came from 6 film reels provided by the Movie Archive of the Greek 178
Ministry of Press and Mass Media. These reels were digitized into Digital Betacam tapes, 179
and then encoded to MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 files in our laboratory. In order to exploit the 180
classification of the material in different categories and ensure easy upgrading to a fully 181
MPEG-7 compatible scheme, we employed a program/shot/characteristic-frame hierarchi- 182
cal scheme. 183

3.1.1. Video analysis module—summarization. Video analysis consists of two stages: 184

– video shot segmentation 185
– characteristic (key) frame extraction from the video shots 186

Video analysis was employed for automatic summarization, on the one hand to facilitate 187
the video annotators, and on the other hand to make search more efficient. At first video 188
material was automatically segmented into shots. The algorithms used for shot segmentation 189
are described in [1, 5]. The basic idea is that the DC coefficients of the blocks can form a 190
sufficient representation of each frame. This spatially reduced image (DC image) is sufficient 191
for shot detection. By examing the peak sharpness of the absolute difference of subsequent 192
DC images, shot changes are automatically detected. 193

Following shot detection, a set of keyframes was extracted from each shot, providing 194
a brief representation of the shot’s content. To achieve this, each frame of the shot was 195
segmented into homogenous regions and a feature set was created for each frame, through 196
multidimensional fuzzy classification of the segments’ properties. The feature set was in 197
the form of a multidimensional histogram [6]. The dimension of the feature sets was n6 198
corresponding to (R, G, B, x, y, size), with RGB being the 3 color components, x and y each 199
segment’s position, and size denoting each segment’s size in pixels; n was the number of 200
the histogram bins. Keyframes were optimally extracted by minimising a cross-correlation 201
criterion in the feature set space using a genetic algorithm [2].

202

3.1.2. Data structures. This process resulted in sixty programs (sets of semantically related 203
shots) which in total comprise more than ten thousand shots. Each shot’s description contains 204
technical features, such as the total number of frames and the sound quality. Each shot also 205
contains annotation provided by an expert historian, which adds clues on the historical and 206
cultural environment of each subject, in addition to the textual description of the visual 207
data. Besides that, the expert also comments on the keyframes extracted from each shot 208
(their number varying from one to seven per shot) as was described above [2]. This assists 209
the summarized presentation of the shot, whilst giving the expert the opportunity to add 210
extended commentary to the material. 211

An advantage of this scheme is the straightforward introduction of concepts included in 212
MPEG-7, such as Multimedia Description Schemes (MMDS) [11] and XML-compatible 213
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Figure 2. Representation of the AudioVisual DS description hierarchy.

content management. The target of these concepts is to standardize a set of tools dealing214
with description and management issues, as well as hierarchical navigation and retrieval in215
complex or simple multimedia entities. Since new generation web browsers offer inherent216
support for XML, efficient separation of content, business logic and presentation of results217
are possible, without having to rearrange the employed schemes.218

Even though the Descriptors (Ds) and Description Schemes (DSs) proposed by the MPEG219
can be extended to suit specific needs or match existing data and application schemas, they220
already are more than enough for the vast majority of systems. The hierarchical structure221
of our system is shown in figures 2, 3 and 4 in UML format; this format is used here instead222
of the usual text-based Data Definition Language (DDL) so as to illustrate the employed223
hierarchy and DSs in a more efficient way. In these figures, grayed objects and dotted-line224
connections represent notions not implemented in our system.225

In general, the AudioVisual DS is designed as a metaphor for the typical method of226
organizing the content in a written document, i.e., with the use of a Table of Contents and227
an Index. In such a context, the Table of Contents aims to define the structure of the archive,228
as it does in a book or document, using linear syntax regardless of the internal organization229
of the material and the linking which occurs with respect to its semantic content. Inversely,230
the goal of the Index is not to describe the structure of the content but to provide useful231
references to the actual material. These references are usually not complete, in the sense that232
the Table of Content essentially provides access to every piece of information in the archive,233
but are selected based on their semantic value to humans and may be recurring for the same234
item. In our implementation, syntactic information is contained in the Syntactic DS, shown235
in figure 4, while the semantic content is described with the aid of the Semantic DS and236
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Figure 3. Technical information represented in the MediaInfo DS.

Figure 4. Structure of the video material in the Syntactic DS.

Event DS hierarchies. The Syntactic DS contains information about the organization of the 237
content in the physical level, as well as signal-based properties, such as camera movement 238
or definition of shot groups. The inclusion of recurring Theme and Shot DSs allows the 239
creation of hierarchical Tables of Content, where the actual material and accompanying 240
meta-information are presented in a way that preserves the required level of abstraction. 241
In essence, the temporal structure and overall visual properties of a high-level object, e.g., 242
a Theme, are represented as a single node and may be decomposed to shorter lower-level 243
shots or shot groups.
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While this representation is critical for easier access to both high- and low-level video in-244
formation, a video archive also includes references to semantic entities, which help humans245
interpret the actual context and background information of the presented video shots. The246
Semantic DS—Event DS hierarchy provides references to actual visual data, through their247
respective syntactic description; this results in a mapping of semantic entities to time inter-248
vals in the video shots. The descriptors (Ds) related to what is happening in each interval249
may be predefined in the sense of a dictionary or include free text annotations. The latter250
case is more useful when humans need to read unformatted descriptions so as to handily251
comprehend the actual events, while dictionary entries are required on summarization and252
classification applications. Such information may be included in an instance of a Summa-253
rization DS or a MetaInfo DS, but these are usually reserved for high-level audiovisual254
objects, even the complete archive itself.255

3.2. User description256

In the same fashion as with the AudioVisual DS, MPEG-7 facilitates the description of a257
user’s preferences, usage history and statistical data through a User DS. This information258
may be used to filter the actual data that is contained in the archive, with respect to a259
specific user’s individual needs or technical constraints (e.g., limited bandwidth for real-260
time video transmission) and recommend other related or updated material. In addition to261
this, the archive may act as a User Agent or Proxy, locating and retrieving related data262
from the same archive or the Internet. The actual details contained in an instance of the263
User DS range from static demographic information, such as name, address or educational264
background, to a dynamic record of the actual choices and preferences of the specific user.265
This semantic information is used to determine the default view for the results, for example266
presentation of a keyframe or just the textual description of a video shot. This information267
is utilized by a crawler to facilitate the mining for relevant content, without the explicit268
request of the user. In practice, the User DS includes support for either filtering and search269
preferences, as well as the browsing and filtering history for the current and previous session270
of a specific user. The former may be considered as the static knowledge of the system, in the271
sense that it incorporates the information that is used by the filtering subsystem in a format272
that permits immediate utilization, while the history entries are dynamic and determined at273
run-time; an off-line task of the archive is to integrate this dynamic information with the274
predefined user preferences. This is accomplished through the formation of a user profile275
that is updated to reflect the actual user behavior.276

4. Asset retrieval277

4.1. Summarization of the textual descriptions278

The first step in analyzing the textual description and extracting keywords is to remove digits279
and punctuation, as we assume that words consist of letters only. The second filtering step280
takes into consideration noise words (or stop words) such as ‘a’, ‘the’, ‘in’ etc. and noise281
stems, for the specific topic of interest, which should not be included in the summarization282
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process. In this procedure, input text words are compared against the exact noise words, and 283
again, after stemming, against the noise stems; if a match occurs, the input word is ignored. 284
Thus, common invariant words and common stems can be kept out of the index that charac- 285
terizes the document. The noise stems are suggested by a specialized expert on each topic. 286

After considering all the previous cases, we reduce the redundancy of the remaining words 287
again, using a stemming algorithm. For example, the words ‘characters’, ‘characterize’, 288
‘characteristic’ and ‘characterization’ all reduce to the root (or canonical stem) ‘character’. 289
A well-known algorithm [7] which is based on the Porter suffix-stripping algorithm (or 290
‘Porter stemmer’) is used as a process for removing common morphological and inflectional 291
endings from words in English. Descriptions in Greek are processed with the vertical 292
stemmer described in [12]. The results of the aforementioned analysis are used in the 293
keyword extraction phase. 294

In order to compensate for term ambiguity [23], we use a thesaurus to map terms with 295
similar meaning to the same feature. This thesaurus is compiled by the expert historian 296
and is used to provide the system with information on the semantic content of a video 297
shot, with respect to the categories that the material is classified in. For example, the words 298
conquest, triumph, success and win are all replaced with the term victory, which is a part of 299
the thesaurus for the Warfare, Sports and Politics . These are included in the text analysis 300
module, shown in figure 1. Query formation is independent of the exact phrasing that the 301
annotator uses and does not require the user to be familiar with the specific entries of the 302
system vocabulary. 303

As a general rule, every extracted word is assigned a weight corresponding to the fre- 304
quency that it occurs in the ‘hotlist’ pages, and the infrequency that it occurs in the ‘coldlist’ 305
pages [15]. This can be accomplished by finding the mutual information between the pres- 306
ence and absence of a word and the classification of a page. Another approach uses the vector 307
space information retrieval paradigm where documents are represented as vectors [22]. To 308
determine word weights, a TF-IDF (Term-Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency) scheme 309
is adopted to calculate how important a word is, based on how frequently it appears. In this 310
simple case the weight for a word w belonging to a document d is given by: 311

wds = fds log
ND

ns
(1)

where wds is the weight of the word, fds is the frequency of the word w in the document, 312
ND is the total number of documents in the collection and ns is the number of documents 313
containing the word w. One recent method [3] uses a more sophisticated TF-IDF scheme, 314
which normalizes for document length, following the recommendations of [22]. According 315
to Salton and Buckley, vector-length normalization typically does not work well for short 316
documents. Then, the weight for a word w is estimated by the following formula which has 317
been adopted in our scheme: 318

wds =
(

0.5 + 0.5 fds

fd max

)(
log ND

ns

)
√∑

jεd

(
0.5 + 0.5 fds

fd max

)2(
log ND

n j

)2
(2)
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Table 1. Keywords used as features for documents describing historical events.

War Island Army Leader Revolution

Europe Running June People Cause

Bridge Politician Gun Prepare Bleeding

Cold Notice Iron First Condition

Victory Peace Plane Fighting Exhaustive

where the new variable fd max expresses the highest term frequency. In our approach we319
include the twenty highest-weighted words of a document to construct a document’s vector.320
This is done in an attempt to reduce search complexity, decrease communications load321
and avoid over-fitting. Experiments in [15] have demonstrated that the number of words is322
crucial for constructing a robust scheme. Too many words lead to a performance decrease323
during the classification process of web pages even when supervised learning methods324
have been incorporated. Furthermore, our experiments for a small vocabulary (less than325
ten words) have shown that recommendation results were poor compared to cases when326
thirty or fifty words composed the vector of a document. Table 1 shows some of the most327
informative words obtained from a collection of documents concerning historical events.328

As one can observe in Table 1, all words consist of letters only, and they are in lowercase329
form. Such a table is constructed for each document; the elements of a document’s table are330
assigned weights with respect to the categories that the document belongs in. The weights331
correspond to the length of the document and the frequency of the specific words. Each time332
a user accesses a new page, the weights of their profile are updated according to new pages’333
analysis. The document vectors are used to update the user profiles, a process refered in the334
information retrieval comunity as relevance feedback [20].335

4.2. User profiling336

The search process in a multimedia database can produce overwhelming amounts of in-337
formation, especially in the case of a user that does not look for something specific. In338
order to reduce transmission time and results’ complexity, it is desirable to rank the results339
according to the user’s preferences and the actual relevance to the query statement. For that340
reason, we employ a user profiling mechanism to rank the returned material, optimize the341
precision score [13] and recommend relevant additional shots for further study as shown in342
figure 1. For each video shot, the system produces a feature vector that consists of sixteen343
content category weights (see Table 2), followed by five user category weights, describing344
in essence a fuzzy relevance to a fixed set of categories.345

The actual content categories were determined by the nature of the archive; the videos346
were taken in a period from the beginning of the century until the early 70’s. This means347
that themes, such as space travel or computers are not accounted for. The content is to348
be extended to include such videos, where the notion of text summarization, described in349
Section 3.1, can be employed to calculate the relevant coefficients. This can be accomplished350
by using the summarized keywords from each shot and taking into account their relevance351
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Table 2. The categories that the material is classified in.

Sports Arrivals–Departures Industry–Commerce Transportation

Celebrations Ecclesiastical themes Military topics Government

Public services Artistic Politics Education

Tourism Celebrities Historical events Head of state

to the new categories. Besides this, most new themes may be integrated into the existing 352
ones, e.g., Space into Transportation. The user category weights correspond to five typical 353
users of the system, namely Historian, Journalist, Cinephile, Director and Casual User. 354
The resulting vectors are normalized for comparison purposes, thus building a 21-D unit 355
hypercube. According to this scheme, a specific shot is predicted to interest a given user if 356
the respective vectors are relatively close in this vector space. The axis ordering is irrelevant 357
to the process. 358

To measure the proximity of feature vectors we employ the standard dot product metric: 359

r (c, u) = c · u (3)

where u is the user profile vector, c is the shot vector and r is the resulting relevance 360
function. The value of the relevance function r is used to sort the returned shots, so that the 361
shots which are more likely to be relevant are displayed first as it is probable that the user 362
is more interested in them. During the registration stage, new users are allowed to review 363
their initial, neutral profile and adjust it to better match their interests and preferences. In 364
addition, the system tracks the transactions and choices of the user so as to further refine the 365
profile and improve the model of his persona. In contrast to other proposed architectures, 366
our system does not require the user to rate the material retrieved from the query. 367

Similar to the relevance function, dynamic profile updating also corresponds to a vector 368
operation. In this case, a simple relevance feedback algorithm is used for computing the 369
vector increment �u: 370

�u = s · λ · c (4)

where s = 1 if the user selects c and s = −1 if the user ignores c and λ is a positive 371
parameter, typically lower than 0.001, ensuring smoothness of the updating procedure. 372
This vector increment is calculated once per session, so as to take into account the fact that 373
the user may look for a specific item just once, as a result of casual browsing or a specific, 374
one-time request. If the user is not actually interested in the genre of the specific item, 375
then the difference which results from the one-time visit should not be able to alter his/her 376
profile significantly. On the other hand, if the specific interest does exist, the individual 377
contributions of �u will add up, resulting in the adaptation of the profile. 378

5. Video shot recommendation 379

Our system supports two types of dynamic recommendation services (shown in figure 1): 380
content-based, where video shots similar to the ones the user is viewing are suggested and 381
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Figure 5. Recommendations based on clustered spaces.

collaborative, where the system recommends shots viewed by users that share interests with382
the current user (see figure 5). Both types are addressed using a similar algorithm.383

More specifically, a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algorithm is used to classify keyframes384
in ‘similar’ groups. A Kohonen Artificial Neural Network [8] is utilized to order a set385
of feature vectors, thus assigning keyframes of similar content to neighboring nodes. The386
5 user category weights of the feature vector are ignored to prevent semantically similar387
content to be classified to diverse regions of the map. This process clarifies relations in the388
video database by revealing some inherent order.389

During the training period, a set of feature vectors describing 3000 keyframes from390
all available programs were inserted repeatedly into a map consisting of nodes. A weight391
vector has been associated with each node. This vector initially consisted of random values392
(in essence representing a random cluster centroid). Nodes responded to the input vector393
according to the correlation between the input vector and each node’s weight vector, using394
the Euclidian distance as a search criterion.395

The node with the highest response to the input, as well as some nodes in the neigh-396
borhood, were allowed to learn. In our implementation we used a simple neighborhood397
function:398

n(i, j) = m[k, l] (5)
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where 399

1 ≤ i − w < i < i + w ≤ dim, 1 ≤ j − w < j < j + w ≤ dim

where dim denotes the dimension of the map and w is the window surrounding the current 400
node that decreases in size during the training period. Learning was achieved by adjusting 401
the weights of the nodes by a small amount to match the input vector: 402

m[k, l](t + 1) = m[k, l](t) + a(t) ∗ (x[i](t) − m[k, l](t)) (6)

where a is a learning factor that decreases over time, and x[i] is the input vector. 403
As a result of this training, a pattern of organization emerged in the map. Different nodes 404

learned to respond to different vectors in the input set, and nodes closer to each other tended 405
to respond to input vectors that were similar to each other. When the weights of the map 406
nodes become stable, the training stage was considered complete. Then, the feature vectors 407
of all keyframes were given as input to the organized map one after the other. Each input 408
vector was associated with the node that responded the strongest (was most correlated) to 409
that vector. 410

At runtime when the user is viewing a particular shot/keyframe, the system searches the 411
shots/keyframes contained in the same content cluster and suggests the closest members 412
according to the aforementioned dot product metric. About 100 clusters were generated and 413
used in this procedure. This clustering provides an aggressive culling mechanism for the 414
content database, limiting the search for similar keyframes/shots to a small subset of the 415
database. The current implementation schedules a reclustering event once per week. 416

Likewise, the user profile space was segmented in clusters containing users with similar 417
profile vectors. Due to the fact that the users’ set had a considerably lower cardinality, the 418
intra-user Euclidian distance calculation was computationally feasible. Therefore a simpler 419
clustering scheme was utilized, with five clusters, each related with one of the five user 420
categories, being a priori discriminated. Each user is initially associated with the cluster 421
representing the most related user category. Due to the simple classification criterion, the 422
clustering is updated in realtime whenever the user profile is modified. 423

In essence, we assume that users which belong to the same cluster share common interests, 424
so it makes sense to recommend shots viewed by ‘neighbors’ with respect to the user profile 425
cluster 426

For each user, we keep a record of his Last 8 Video Selections (LVS set). The colaborative 427
subsystem recomends random shots from the difference of the user’s LVS set and the union 428
of the LVS sets of the three closest users in the cluster 429

CRS = R(∪LVSi − LVS) (7)

where R is an operator that selects random members from a set, LVSi is the LVS for the 430
neighbour user i and CRS is the Colaborative Recomendation Set. 431

We call these suggestions lateral, because they might diverge from the users’ path towards 432
information retrieval, while still being of interest to them. Our content domain (movies) is 433
quite suitable for this kind of recommendation due to its static nature. The frequency of new 434
additions to the database is small, enabling lots of different users to view the same items. 435
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Figure 6.

Furthermore, the categories are predefined, thus enabling the creation of coherent content

Au: Pls.
provide
Figure
caption.

436
clusters.437

5.1. A hands-on scenario438

We will demonstrate the ranking mechanism of our system’s dynamic search with an ex-439
ample: the user is interested in videos referring to the ‘King George of Greece’ and enters440
that phrase in the appropriate text field of the client screen. The system queries the database441
and returns two video shots (shot #1 and #2 in figure 6).442

The user profile vector is shown in Table 3 while the vectors of the matched keyframes443
are presented in Table 4. All vectors consist of the sixteen content category weights and444
the five user category weights; the vectors are presented in un-normalized form to show the445
actual weights allocated in the range [0 . . . 1].446

The feature vector having the best match with the user profile (Video shot #1) is the447
first in Table 4. This video shot shows the return of King Constantine of Greece, son of448
King George, after his trip to the States in the summer of 1967. Video shot #2 (with vector449
elements also in Table 4) is taken from a parade in downtown Athens in 1938. Although King450
George is actually missing from video shot #2, his absence is strongly noted by the expert451
historian. The full annotation text includes ‘. . . those propagandistic and nationalistic films,452
played in both Athens and the province from 1938 to 1940, refer to the coup of the 4th of453
August and I. Metaxas; King George and the rest of the royal family are absent from those454
films.’455

For each video shot, the calculated relevance functions are:456

r(c1) = norm(c1) · norm(u) = 0.732 (8)

Table 3. User profile vector u.

0.1 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.3

0.1 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.4 0.9 0.8

0.9 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.5
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Table 4. The 21-D vectors for each of the 3 shots.

Shot #1

0.0 1.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.2

0.4 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.9

0.1 0.9 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.7

Shot #2

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.8

0.8 0.7 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.0 0.1 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.7

Shot #3

0.0 0.9 0.0 0.3 0.7 1.0 0.3

0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.9

0.5 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.2 0.9 0.1

and 457

r(c2) = norm(c2) · norm(u) = 0.631 (9)

where norm(v) denotes the normalized version of vector v. As a result, the system gives 458
priority to c1 over c2. 459

Moreover, the recommendation system suggests keyframe/video shot #3, which is also 460
shown in figure 6, based on its close proximity to the aforementioned items. This shot, from 461
1921, shows King Constantine, father of King George, during a highly celebrated visit to 462
an Orthodox church in Asia Minor. 463

The collaborative subsystem also suggests another highly relevant keyframe/shot shown 464
in figure 7. This video shot is taken from a military celebration in 1938. The King himself 465

Figure 7. ‘Lateral’ video shot.
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Figure 8. Retrieved and suggested shots with summarized text descriptions.

does appear in this video, but the key figure is the dictator of Greece and head of the466
Greek Army at the time; this explains why this video shot was not retrieved from the467
initial query, but suggested as highly relevant from the system. The complete screen with468
the two retrieved shots and the suggestions made by the system, along with summarized469
descriptions, is shown in figure 8.470

6. Conclusions471

A system which provides user access to large audiovisual databases by considering their472
queries, alongside with their preferences, as well as the preferences of users with similar473
profiles, has been presented in this paper. This system has been successfully implemented474
in a real-life historic audiovisual asset. It is currently being extended to completely fit the475
MPEG-7 standard framework, especially focusing on semantic to syntactic matching issues.476
An extension of this system for content-based intelligent access to large heterogeneous477
archives is currently under development [10]. In this framework the feature sets extracted478
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from each keyframe are used for image matching permitting sketch-based user queries. More 479
features are introduced in this framework, such as the number of human faces appearing 480
in the keyframes; face detection is performed using appropriate template matching [26]. 481
Other related current work can be found in the proceedings of an International Workshop 482
focusing on MPEG-7 and visual representation issues [16] which we recently organized. 483
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